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What is Bree's
full name?

What baby in the Bible was
also found drifting on the water and
was raised by adoptive parents?

The apostle Paul
said that there
is no room for
prejudice among
believers. Do
you know why?

Paste to lapbook

At first,
Shasta and Aravis
had hostility
and suspicion
between the
two of them.

Galatians 3:26-28

Who do you think might
have been out there in the
dark, helping the two
children to meet each other?

Shutterfold to meet
in the middle.

Aravis

Aravis's
Family
Tree

My
Family
Tree

Why didn't Aravis want
to get married to
Ahoshta Tarkaan?

How do you think
the disguises will get
the four safely
through Tashbaan?
Family Tree Directions: Cut around the
outside lines of both items. Fold the tree
book in half so that the trees are on the
inside of the book. Cut on the dotted line to
create flaps. Cut the title pages into two
separate pieces. Paste the title pages on
the correct outer flaps. If you don't feel
comfortable about doing a paternal family
tree, just cut the book completely in half so
that you only have Aravis's family tree.
Fill in Aravis's paternal family tree (note that
the trees start on the bottom).
How many grandfathers on your
dad's side can you fill in for your tree? Your
name goes in the bottom box, your dad's
name in the next higher box, and so on.

Aravis' family tree is important and she
can trace it back to the beginning. There
are two Gospels in the New Testament
that trace Jesus Christ's family tree.
Which two books are they and how far
back to the beginning do they go?

What is Shasta's first reaction
when he enters the city?

Cut out this piece

Paste to
lapbook

The Narnians
& the Tashbaan
people acted
differently.
Do you know why?

List some
examples of
how the
Narnians
acted.
City sorta-matchbook:
Fold like matchbook,
but it doesn't overlap.

List some
examples of
how the
Tashbaans
acted.

Different
Actions
Different Actions: Cut around
entire booklet. Fold in half.
Cut on the dotted lines and
completely cut out the top
rectangle. You should now
have three questions flaps
with an empty space at the
top. Cut out the title piece.
Glue to the open space at the top.

Why is
Prince Rabadash
not a person that
Queen Susan should marry?

How are
Ahoshta and
Prince Rabadash
alike?

Directions: Cut apart all six squares. Stack and staple at the top. List one way they are alike on each
page. You do not need to use all the squares. Just leave the blank ones off, or draw pictures to
illustrate your examples.

Why was
Shasta anxious
to get to the
Tombs as
quickly
as
possible?

FEAR
Anticipating an
attack by a lion, Shasta
was faced by fear.
What does the Scripture
say about facing fear?
Isaiah 12:2
John 16:33

Read what does the Bible says
happens to people after they're dead?
Hebrews
9:27-28
John
3:16-18

Shopping
List for

LIFE

List the most
important
things in
Lasaraleen's
life.

Shopping List for Life directions: Cut apart the shopping bags. Place title page on top, the page about
Lasaraleen's list, one blank bag, the page about your list and at least one blank bag for a total of 5+
pages. Record your lists on the blank pages, adding pages if needed.
Staple together at the handles to open folding up (or use a brad).

List the most
important
things in
your life.

Lasaraleen insists
on the finest of
clothing. She
speaks often about
which beautiful
outfit she wore
for this or that
occasion.
In the Bible,
what are the
qualities of an
attractive woman?

Tri-fold so that the
picture is on the
front.

Paste to
lapbook

Proverbs 31:10-31
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Read 2 Corinthians 9:6-11, Luke 18:18-30
and Matthew 6:19-21 to find out what kind
of treasures will last forever.
flap
Fold flaps under and glue to notebook to create a pocket.
Cut out the treasure cards on the right. Write on each
one a treasure (or about a treasure) that will last forever.
Place them inside the treasure map pocket.

"Treasure Map is from the 2003 Texas Reading Club manual. Copyright Texas State Library and Archives Commission, 2002. Used
with permission."

What is the
problem
with Aravis's
hiding place?
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This will work best printed
on cardstock or glued onto
index cards and cut out.
Cut around the outlines of
all 3 cards. Using an
exacto-knife, carefully
cut a slit along the left
side of the white inner title
rectangle. Insert the bottom
card through the slit so that
only the “Pull” tab shows
on the left side. Carefully
apply glue to the left and
right sides of the title card
and paste to the larger
background card (on the
second page) making sure
that you can pull the card
in & out to see the answer
that you've writen on it, and
paste inside lapbook.

Paste the above flap to lapbook

Proverbs 6:16-19 lists six things that God hates,
seven that are detestable to Him. List the
seven things and mark with a frown the ones
Rabadash is guilty of committing.

Paste the extra two accordian folds to this flap

Cut out entire outline
from this page and the
previous page. Glue the
piece from page 2 to
the bottom of this piece
to create one long
rectangle. Accordionfold, making sure the
title is visible on top.
Glue to lapbook. If you
wish, prior to gluing,
wrap with a string and
tie to hold it together.

“King Image used with permisson
from http://etc.usf.edu/clipart"

Aravis is able to walk
in the desert, but
Shasta is not.
Why?

Matthew 2:1-8 tells of
one who, over time,
ordered the execution
of many people
in a desperate
attempt to
protect his
throne.
Do you
know who?
His Son

Many boys

Baby Jesus

His Wife

Do you believe
in luck, or do
you believe
that everything
happens as
part of
God's plan?
Luck directions: Cut around the book above. Cut around
the circular clip art on the right. If desired, mount it on a
contrasting colored paper and trim.
Attach to the blank spot on the book by either:
gluing it down where you want it,
punching a hole in it and attaching it with a decorative brad,
put an eyelet in it and attach a tassel, then glue down,
or whatever other creative way you can think of.

Why do you
think the lion was
chasing the group?

In the Bible, who
or what controls
the circumstances
of our lives? Read
Psalm 75:6-7 and
Proverbs 16: 4 & 9

What was
King Lune doing

when Shasta met him?

Which way directions: Cut out the base
(the 4-way arrows piece above) following the
outline. Cut out the title question square.
Place the title square over the base square and
attach with either a brad in the corner, or
with two staples. Answer the question under
the title. Color the arrows on the title question.

How would
you decide
which way
to go if you
couldn't see
anything?

Paste to lapbook

Cut around the entire outline
of both pieces. Fold the bigger
piece in half on the dotted line.
Place the question page inside
and staple at the top.

Shasta looks to see a
stream of refreshing water
spring forth from Aslan's
footprint. In the Bible,
someone spoke of Himself
as the source of springs
of living water. Do you
know who?
John 4:6-14

What
were the
dwarf
brothers'
names?

What was the one rather
troublesome detail about
the Dwarfs' breakfast
with Shasta?

Describe the
event with
Rabadash
and his
armor
that leads
to his
downfall.
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The Bible tells
of a king
who had a
similar problem.
Find out who
by reading
2 Chronicles
18:-30-34

Like Prince Cor, there was a
young man in the Bible that
was cruelly kidnapped and
sold into slavery. Who was it?

Do you think Bree will be disappointed
about going to Narnia?
Paste to lapbook

Genesis 50: 19-20

Finds Freedom

Still Enslaved

Who in this
story finds
freedom, and
who doesn't?

Finding Freedom: Cut around all three pieces (one is the inside of the book and the other two are for the
cover). Fold the largest piece (the inside piece) in half. Open up. Fold the outer sides in to meet in the
middle. Glue the question on to the right flap, and the picture on the left flap. Open up and answer.
Younger students can just record the name, while older students may wish to provide reasons as well.

Just like Aslan,
someone in the Bible appeared
and disappeared in a room full of friends.
Do you remember who it was that did this?
Read John 20: 19-20.

